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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITION OF TERMS USED
The changing trends in the curriculum and in the organizational
structure of the high schools in this country have increased the need
for more adequate media facilities.

High schools that are using a

"flexible programming approach" have discovered a more extensive need
for media from both teachers and students (12:698).

What seems to be

constituting the change from the traditional educational practices can
be attributed to the expanding growth of knowledge and increasing technological developments in all fields including education (1:2,3).
Teachers preparing large group presentations need vast quantities
of illustrative materials for captivating the attention and interest
of students.

Team teaching requires diversity of instructional materials

for achieving desired objectives and student responses.

Instructional

television programs need large varieties of visual or graphic devices
to be communicative.

students who are involved in individualized study

must have access to an abundant resource of learning materials to achieve
the objectives sought after (3:394,395).
The development of learning resource centers or media centers is
an attempt to meet the needs of both teachers and students (12:698).

A

well planned local production center, an integral part of the media center,
can provide a vital service since its primary role is the production of
instructional materials at the local or building level.

While there

are multitudes of commercially prepared instructional materials available,
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one must realize that commercially produced materials m,ey not be suitable, since they .are often too generalized and too broad in the treatment of subjects (6:7).
Local production of instructional materials possesses potential
values for teachers and students.

The producer of an instructional

medium is in a position to evaluate its effectiveness as he uses it
(1:120).

The instructional materials locally produced can be more adap-

table or suited to the particular learning activities.

The materials

created locally can also be flexible in that they have the capacity for
being reproduced and used in many different ways (4:9).
As more emphasis is placed on high schools to change towards a
more flexible program to meet the learning needs of the students, teachers
must be provided with adequate instructional materials that are up-to-date
and relevant.

The services rendered by a well organized local production

center are an important facet of a media program that can assist in
achieving these needs.

THE PROBLEM
Statement of the Problem
In considering the establishment or the improvement of existing
local production centers for a high school, it is necessary to find out
what local production programs currently exist and how these programs
are conducted.

The purpose of this study is to determine:

(1) What

first class high schools in Western Washington have local production
centers, and (2) how these centers are operated in terms of equipment
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and supplies, staffing, activities, and budget.
Plan of the Study
The pl8l1 of study is (1) to ascertain from the review of literature information related to the criteria for local production services
and the establishment and administration of a local production program,
(2) to conduct a survey of production facilities in high schools in
first class school districts in Western Washington, and (3) to establish
guidelines for establishing a local production center for a high school.

DEFINITION OF TERMS USED
Audiovisual coordinator.

The audiovisual coordinator is a person

who organizes and administers a media program at the building level,
either full-time or part-time.
Instructional materials.

Instructional materials refer to all

printed and audiovisual materials used in the teaching-learning experiences of teachers and students.
Learning resource center.

A learning resource center is a learn-

ing center in a school where a f'ul.l range of instructional materials,
necessary equipment, and services are accessible to students and teachers.
Local production center.

A local production center is a space

within a school building which houses equipment and materials for the
production of instructional materials.

4
Media.

This term will be used synonymous]¥ with instructional

materials.
Media center.
resource center.

This .term will be used synonymous]¥ with learning

CHAPI'ER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Before considering the establishment of a media program such as a
local production program, there are several general commitments that must
be agreed upon.

First, the philosophy of the program initiated should

be consistent with the philosophy of the school,

Second, the program

should be designed to provide services for the total instructional program covering all areas of the school curriculum.

Third, the program

should be geared toward the improvement of instruction.

Fourth, clearly

defined policies, procedures, and plans for the program should be developed by the school.

Finally, the school should engage in a continuous

evaluation of' its production program as it relates to the instructional
program (5:1,2).

These canmitments indicate that a well organized and

directed media program is an important part of the school's instructional
program.
CRITERIA FOR LOCAL PRODUCTION
Prior to the production of instructional materials, there are several criteria that should be considered and examined.

James

w.

Brown

and Kenneth D. Norberg suggest the following in their book, Administering
Educational Media:
Need. Is there an important need for instructional materials or
devices? May it be satisfied only through some appropriate local
production activity? Or is it likely that scme already available
camnercially produced item would serve equally well?
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Suitability of content. Will the item's content be appropriate for
the group for which it is intended? If the group's previous acquaintance with the subject is advanced and sophisticated, will a locally
produced visual.ization really satisfy the need? Or might it actually
contribute negatively toward achievement of' goals? Is there evidence
that the item, as conceived and executed, does facilitate and develop
desirable reactions?
Suitability of medium. Is the visualization, recording, or print
presentationmedium suitable for the ideas and concepts to be developed as well as for the conditions of' comnunication (the physical
environment, the psychological setting of' the process) involved?
Will charted relationships, rather than strictly verbal statements,
be needed, for example, to simplify essentially abstract or complicated ideas? And if the communication is to be conducted for large
groups rather than small groups, must such visualizations be produced as transparencies for projection rather than small drawings
or charts?
Feasibility. If it is determined that the item is needed and worth
producing, do local resources, staff, and facilities suggest that
the production is feasible? Is there sufficient time to produce
it? Can it be carried through to completion?
Practicality. Is the educational. return from the items likely to
be suf'f'icient (for the producer, the students, the instructor,
the system) to justify the expenditure of time, effort, materials,
equipment depreciation? (1:122,123)
William Schmidt, in his article, "Why Local Production of Instructional Materials", also provides a list of questions that should
be asked prior to conducting local production activities.
1.

Is the material available canmercially?

2.

If so, is it readily available?

3. Does it fit the need of the teachers and the students?

4. Can it be produced less expensively camnercially?
If' the answer to each question is ~, he states that there is
justification for having local production facilities at the building
level (10: 2).
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LOCAL PRODUCTION ACTIVITIES
A:rter considering the above criteria, a list of local production
activities can be developed.

Jerrold E. Kemp feels that the following

activities seem to be the most vital and most usef'ul local production
activities:
•••Picture mounting
•••Lettering techniques
•••Drawing techniques
••• Paper duplication processes
•••Malting displays
••• Constructing 3-D objects
•••Preparing transparencies
•••Black-and-white still photography
••• Color still photography
•••Motion picture photography
•••Recording sound (7:27)
Brown and Norberg provide a more definitive list of production
activities:
Mounting. Dry mounting pictures and similar flat materials (with
tissue, Chartex); wet mounting (with liquid adhesives); framing
(wood, tape, glass); installing three-dimensional objects (in
specially designed and labeled cases for display and shipnent);
laminating (between plastic sheets or in plastic blocks, as in the
case of fragile specimens); binding booklets, reports
Lettering. Charts, posters, or display items by treeh&nd brushwork,
with lettering guides (stencil types and others), with paste-on or
ceramic letters, with various kinds of typewriters or with Embosso
graph or Line-o-Scribe equipment, or similar means
Coloring. Charts, posters, display items with airbrush, commercial
adhesives, plastic inks, crayons, tempera ., water colors, papers,
cellophanes ., and similar materials
Photographing. Copying original or textbook drawing; ma.king orig
inal black-and-white or color photographs; copying slides; enlarging
still pictures (principally black-and-white to "study print" sizes
[and larger]); photographing 16mm and &nm motion pictures; photo
graphing filmstrips and local copy
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Writing and edititf. Preparing script and storyboard presentations;
outlining and writ ng study guides, booklets and brochures; information leaflets, reports of various kinds, and the like
Recording. Taping radio broadcasts; video-taping TV presentations;
recording original solllld (concerts, student dramatizations, language exercises, speeches, lectures); Tideo-taping original sound
and pictures; editing taped materials; duplicating (multiple copies)
tapes
Reproducing. Printing press, spirit, stencil and ink, offset
(aultilith, diazo, thermal {thermofax]), liquid developer (verifa.x),
silk screen

Constructing. Felt boards and felt-board materials, dioraaas, displays and display boards, special boards (magnetic, peg, plastic
insert, and other) , puppet and marionette theaters and characters,
working models and mockups (1:121)

RECOMMENDED FACILITIES, SUPPLIES AND SERVICES
Ai'ter developing a list of production activities, the next important aspect of establishing a local production program should be concerned with facilities, equipnent, supplies, and services.

Brown and

Norberg rec011111end the following facilities, equipnent and supplies for
an elementary school with 200-400 students, but the same recanmendations
can be applied to high school:
Mimeograph and spirit duplicators and supplies
One or more drat'ting tables (tilt-top), suitably lighted, equipped
with T-squares and parallel rulers
A light table (with a surface of at least 3 by 4 feet) on which
to inspect and sort negatives, slides, and transparencies, and
do tracing
Thermal and/or diazo devices (such as thermofax or ozlid) to be
used in producing paper or transparency reproductions of typed,
printed, or line-drawn materials
Recording facilities (a special soundproofed, acousticized room in
which instructors, technicians, or students may record, duplicate
or · edit tapes, or record disk to tape live or in a combination
of these forms). This room should contain at least two tape
recorders, one or more disk playbacks, a mixing panel, and
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suitable microphone equipnent
Paper-cutting equipment, preferably one printshop type, heavy-duty
cutter capable of trimming or cutting the equivalent thickness of
at least 500 sheets of typing paper at one time, as well as other
smaller hand-operated cutting boards
Paper-punching equipment (three-hole and·· two-hole; perhaps spiral
binding type)
_
One or more large work table areas on which charts or picture materials may be processed for dry or wet mounting
A dry mounting press (preferably one capable of accepting 16-by 20inch mounts) and tacking iron
One or more 35mm cameras, 8mm or 16mm motion-picture cameras, and
Polaroid cameras to be used by teachers in connection with field
trips or other special assignments
Various tools (hammers, small saws, pliers, squares, yardsticks,
tape measures, staplers and stapler guns, files)
storage and check-out facilities for local preparation materials
and supplies (crayons, precut letters, lettering pens, inks,
tagboard, mounting board, pressed board, veneer board, tapes,
raw film, felt-board materials, muslin, dry-mount tissue, Chatex,
thermo or diazo reproduction sheets and supplies, carbons)
Facilities such as those described above for the typical
elementary school should, of course, be supplemented for secondary
schools. In such institutions, the preparation room will usually
be larger and more adequately equipped and supplied and have, in
addition:
Photographic copying equipment, including a copy stand on which is
mounted a good 35zmn camera (such as the Conta:f'lex), appropriate
copying lights, and control
Simple motion picture (8mm and 16mm) editing equipment including
rewinds, splicers, viewer-editor, editing rack
Photographic darkroom containing devel.oping tanks, trays, contact
printer, enlarger, timing devices
Multilith or other offset printing-duplicating equipment (1:123,124)
Kemp also suggests a list of equipment and supplies that are used
in a local production center.

He lists them in the following manner:

Activity
Picture
Mounting

Rubber cement

Paper trimmer
Scissors
Rulers
Razor blades
Xacto knives, matt
knives

Rubber cement
Dispenser bottle
Rubber cement thinner
Wax paper
Butcher paper,
newsprint
Cardboard
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Lettering
Techniques

Drawing and
Illustrating

Dry Mounting

Electric hand iron MT5 dry mount tissue
Dry :mount press
Fotoflat dry mount
Tacking iron
tissue
Metal weight

Cloth backing

(as for Dry
Mounting)

Chartex dry mount
tissue

Laminating

Thick sheet of
cardboard or
masonite (for
press
Laminating machine

Laminating film

Free-Hand

Felt pens

Paper, cardboard

Prepared
Letters

Sponge
Burnisher
Rulers

Construction paper
Rubber cement
Gummed-back letters
Dry transfer letters
Masking tape
India ink
Correction fluid

Typewriter

Primary boldface
typewriter

(as above)

Stencil
Guides

Wrico Sigmnaker
Guides holders,
brush pens
Felt pens
Wrico-Print Guides
or other stencils,
pads, pens
T-squares

Mechanical

Leroy and related
(as above)
templates, scribes
pen

Free-Hand
Felt pens
Sketching and Clip book art
Cartooning
Enlarging

Opaque projector

Reducing

overhead projector
Flood light

Paper, cardboard
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Coloring
Techniques

Paper Duplication Process
(Single sheet
and bound
volume)

Water Coloring

Water colors

Spray Painting

Paint spray cans

Air Brushing

Air brush
Air compressor

Liquid colors
Fri sket paper
Pressurized air cans

Color
Adhesives

Xacto knives

Color tint sheets

Spirit

Duplicator

Fluid, masters, paper

Thermal

Inf'ra-red reproducer

Carrier, paper

Photocopy

Moist process
machine

Paper, chemicals

Electrostatic Xerox or electrofax unit

Paper, toner

Offset

Plate maker,
press

Plates, ink, paper

Felt/flannel
board
Hook-and-loop
board
Magnetic board

Felt

Bulletin
Board

Lettering aids
Mounting equipment

Adhering tape

Woodworking

Shop tools and
equipment

Wood, nails, glue

Making Displays Posters
Surfaces and
Boards

Constructing
3-D Objects

Hook-and-loop cloth
Magnets, cement

Metal Crafts

Metal, solder

Plastics

Liquid and sheet
plastics
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Fine-tipped felt
pens
Colored pencils

Acetate sheets
Mounts, masking tape

Heat Process

Thermo-Fax machine
Masterfax machine

Heat film, soft
pencils
India ink, paper

Diazo

.Ammonia
Lettering aids
Tracing paper
Ultra-violet
Mending tape
printer and
ammonia developer Diazo film, shading
film

Book Page
Copying

Photocopy machine
(heat, electrostatic, moist
process)

Preparing
Hand-Made
Transparencies

Picture Trans- Dry mount press
fer
Plates and flannel
Translifter
machine

Paper, film
chemicals

Transpara-film
Contact shelf paper
Laminating film

Black-and-white Paper Prints
Still PhotoTransparengraphy
cies

View or press
camera
Film holders
Tripod or stand
Enlarger, trays,
timer
Stablization
processor

Contact, enlarging
paper
Developer, stop, hypo
Kodalith film
Negative opaquing,
brush

Color still
Photography

Paper Prints
Transparencies

35mm camera, CU
lens
Light meter
Copy stand and
lights

Kodachrome film,
processing
High speed film,
processing

Motion Picture
Photography

8mm Motion

16mm/8mm camera
Lights, tripod,
meter
Editing rewinds/

Film, processing
Cement
Splicing tape

Pictures

viewer

Splicer (tape or
cement)
Projector
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Tape recorder,
microphone
Record player
Jumper cords,
signal device
Splicing block

Recording
Sound

Magnetic tape
Splicing
Grease pencil

The floor space for the local production center will vary in size
depending on such factors as:

the variety of activities to be conducted,

the amount and size of' equipment to be used, and the number of people
who will assist or work in the center.

Kemp states that about

4oo square

feet is adequate for starting out a production program (7:Z,,28).

SUGGESTED STAFF ARRANGEMENT FOR A
WCAL PRODUCTION CENTER

After developing a list of recamnended facilities, equipment, and
supplies, the next important phase in the development of a local production center is the arrangement of stafi' members.

Carlton

w.

H.

Erickson suggests the following staff members be employed in the initial
stage of a local production program:
Start with services to teachers who will make their own media,
with a pa.rt-time technician, or preferably a teacher released from
half-time teaching to head the program. Such a staff member would
train a crew of student workers and personally assist the teachers
with the work of designing and planning media, and with equipment
operations and supplies. Hopefully, teacher aides m,cy- be trained
to carry on routine processes under this arrangement (3:393,394).
For the production center to expand in its services, he recommends the following staff members:
Move to a level of operations involving a pa.rt-time graphics
technician who will expand the service program from a do-it-yourself'
to a we-will-do-it-for-you basis, restricting available operations
to such camnonly needed media as overhead transparencies and slides.

Teacher aides where normally available will assist specified groups
or teams of teachers as needed (3:394).
As the center reaches a level of sophistication, Erickson
recommends these staff members be used:
Develop a high-level program using a part-time or full-time ·
professional person to aid teachers in their design and plaDning
work to develop special instructional systems, using in addition
a full-time technician in large schools to carry out equipment
operations, maintain inventories, and meet quality standards. A
part-time secretary will work as pa.rt of this staff to handle
clerical operations. Teachers will handle design, planning and
sequencing work a:f'ter school or during free periods, and the
technical sta:f'f', assisted by available teacher aides will handle
routine construction on work during time when the preparation
areas are relatively free (3:394).
STANDARDS FOR :WCAL PRODUCTION
Standards for a local production center have been developed by
the Joint Washington State Association of School Librarians-Washington
Department of Audiovisual Instruction with the Washington State Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development and in cooperation
with the Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction.
standards were published in 1968.

These

In this booklet the :following state-

ment is made regarding these standards:
The standards have been approved by the Washington state
Board of Education as "standards designed for the improvement of
instruction, encour88ement of programs of learning resources
services and as a basis for continual evaluation of these programs."
The State Board of Education "issues a strong recanmendation that
school districts constantly strive to attain these goals. 11 (8:2)
The :following is an example of the minimum standards given for a
local production center for a secondary school:
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In the Learning
Resources Center

Paper cutter
Transparency production
equipment
Spirit duplicator
Primary typewriter

Available in the
Service unit

mount press and
tacking iron
Polaroid camera.
35mm camera and
accessories as needed
Film rewind
Film splicer (8-16mm)
Tape splicer

Add to minimum 11 st
as new developments
take place and/or
demonstrated needs
of teachers warrant

Dry

*

A minimum of one ot .each equipment item per building regardless of size. The basic collection of equipment for any new building
meets minimum standards and is financed through capital funds (8:32).
Although the above standards are minimum items for each school,
the amount of equipment recommended tor an advanced program will differ
:from school to school depending on the following factors:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

existing facilities
availability of materials
variety of materials
specific interest of individual faculty members
sophistication of faculty in the use of instructional media
quality of AV leadership in the school
emphasis given media .because of specific interest of AV
personnel
• existence of (and effectiveness of) inservice programs
• availability (and extent) of dial-access retrieval and
RF (TV) distribution systems
• philosophy and commitment to the use of media and materials by
the administration (8:23)
standards for a local production center have also been developed
by the Joint Committee of the American Association of School Librarians
and the Department of Audiovisual Instruction of the National Education
Association.

These national standards were published in 1969.

The

following are standards for a local production center for a school
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having 250 or more students:
Dry mount press and tacking iron

Paper cutters
types of transparency production equipment
16mm. camera
8mm camera
Rapid process camera
Equipment for darkroom
Spirit duplicator
Primary typewriter
Copy camera and stand
Light box
35mm. still camera
Film rewind
Film splicer (8mm and 16mm)
Tape splicer
Slide reproducer
Mechanical lettering devices
Portable chalkboard (11:48)
Two

The recommended space for the production room is 890-1000 square
feet and the roan should have sinks, running water, and electrical outlets.

The recommended space for materials and equipment storage is

120 square :feet and should have necessary temperature and humidity
control (11:42).

CH.API'ER III
INSTRUMENTATION AND TREATMENT
A survey tor this study involved a questionnaire that was sent
to all audiovisual coordinators of high schools in first class school
districts in Western Washington.

The Cascade Range was selected as the

dividing boundary.

INSTRUMENTATION
The items used in the questionnaire were derived from several
sources.

Selected portions were taken tram a recent comprehensive

research conducted by Edwards. Ellis in his work, "A Survey of the
Existing Production Facilities in School Districts in the State of
Washington."

Items were also used from a national study that was

conducted by Faris, Molstad, and Frye in a study titled, "Dnproving
the Learning Environment- A study on the Local Preparation of Visual
Instructional Materials."
Prior to sending the questionnaires to the designated schools,
the items were tested on. several graduate students and professors
attending Central Washington state College.
its validity and content.

Each item was tested for

Ambiguous and irrelevant items were dis-

carded.
The Washington Education Association directory, 1969-70 edition,
was used in preparing the .list of high schools to be surveyed.

The

names of the audiovisual coordinators of the selected high schools
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were not listed so the questionnaire was directed to the Audiovisual
Coordinator in each high school.

TREATMENT
In order to conduct an accurate survey, eighty-five high schools
in first class school districts in Western Washington were used.

One

high school was omitted since the author was previously employed in
that district and knew of its existing facilities.
The results are reported in narrative form, using frequency of
response and percentage.
results.

5.

Tables and figures are used to list the

A conclusion of the results of the survey is found in chapter

CHAPTER IV
RESULTS OF THE SURVEY
The purpose of this survey was to obtain as much information as
possible about the local production facilities in high schools located
in first class districts in Western Washington.
Eighty-five questionnaires were mailed to audiovisual coordinators and sixty-one were returned, constitution a seventy per cent
return.

(see Table I)

TABLE I
QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSES FROM THE
AUDIOVISUAL COORDINATORS
Questionnaires
mailed
Audiovisual
Coordinators

Questionnaires
returned

61

85

Per cent
return ·

7<:lfo

Of the sixty-one questionnaires returned, twenty-three high
schools had local production centers in the building while thirty-eight
did not.

(See Table II)

TABLE II
HIGH SCHOOLS HAVING LOCAL PRODUCTION CENTERS
Questionnaires returned

Schoo.ls having local production
centers
Schools not having local production
centers

38

Total

61

23
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Fifty-nine of the sixty-one audiovisual coordinators indicated
the enrollment of their high schools.

Table III shows the relationship

of school enrollment to existing local production centers.
TABLE III

COMPARISON OF SCHOOL ENROLLMENT TO
EXISTING LOCAL PRODUCTION CENTERS
School
enrollment

Schools having local
production centers

Schools not having local
production centers

100-499

0

1

500-999

5

7

1000-1499

10

12

1500-1999

7

13

2000 or more

1

3

Fi:f'ty-five coordinators reported the number of faculty members
in their schools.

The relationship of faculty members to schools

having production centers is shown in Table IV.
Forty-eight coordinators responded to the item concerning the
number of teaching stations in their schools.

Table V illustrates the

relationship of teaching stations to existing high school production
centers.

.
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TABLE IV
COMPARISON OF THE NUMBER OF FACULTY MEMBERS
TO EXISTING LOCAL PRODUCTION CENTERS
Faculty
members

Schools having local
production centers

Schools not having local
production centers

10-19

0

1

20-39

2

4

40-79

12

19

e

9

80 or more

TABLE V
COMPARISON OF THE NUMBER OF TEACHING STATIONS
TO EXISTING LOCAL PRODUCTION CENTERS
Teaching
stations

Schools having local
production centers

Schools not having local
production centers

10-19

0

1

20-39

3

1

40-79

13

26

3

1

80 or more

.
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When asked, "Are there provisions made for the production of
instructional materials in your building?" fifty-seven of the sixty-one
audiovisual coordinators responded.

Thirty-five coordinators reported

that they had provisions for local production and twenty-two indicated
that they did not. , Of the thirty-five who had provisions for local
production, only twenty-three of the audiovisual coordinators had production centers in their buildings.

The remaining fifteen coordinators

stated that the equipment was located in the main office, individual
departments, or at the district instructional materials center.

Number of responses

Responses in per cent

35 yes

22 no

■ Having production centers
FIGURE 1
RESPONSES INDICATING HAVING PROVISIONS
FOR LOCAL PRODUCTION
For those having local production centers, the audiovisual
coordinators were asked, "Do you consider the facility, equipment,
and space adequate for a complete program?"

Four respondents indicated

that their centers were adequate while nineteen reported their centers
were not.

Some of the reasons cited for the inadequacies were:

Not

enough space, insufficient work area, and limited equipment.
The amount of space in the centers varied in size among the
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schools as illustrated in Table VI.

Seven of the eighteen respondents

had 400 or more square feet of space in their centers.

TABLE VI
RESPONSES INDICATING SPACE IN

THE PRODUCTION CENTERS
Amount of floor space in
square feet

The number of responses

100-149

2

150-199

l

200-249

4

250-299

l

300-349

3

350-399

0

400 or more

7

Accompanying the question pertaining to who uses the production
center to produce materials, was a suggested list of users.
Appendix)

(See

The audiovisual coordinators were to choose and rank in order

the extensive users as follows:
1.

the group that used the production facilities most extensively

2.

the second most extensive users

3. the third most extensive users

4. the fourth most extensive users
5. the fifth most extensive users
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The various rankings were given a numerical value based on the
following:
1.

a rank of one receiving five points

2.

a rank of two receiving tour points

3.

a rank of three receiving three points

4.

a rank of four receiving two points

5. a rank of five receiving one point
All the weighted responses were totaled and the results are
shown in Table VII.

The most extensive users of the production centers

were teachers with the assistance of the audiovisual coordinator.

The

second most extensive users were student assistants working under the
supervision of the audiovisual coordinators and in consultation with
the teacher.
When asked how many hours per week they worked in the production
center, eighteen of the twenty-three audiovisual coordinators replied.
The number of hours worked ranged from a half hour to forty hours per
week with an average of ten hours.
Students and clerks assisted the audiovisual coordinators more
than any other type of help.

{See Table VIII)

None of the coordinators

employed graphic artists or photographers in their centers.

Two

respondents indicated utilizing a librarian and a secretary as supplemental help in the instructional media center.
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TABLE VII
RESPONSES INDICATING THOSE WHO USED THE
PRODUCTION CENTER IDST EXTENSIVELY

Producer

Weighted
responses

Over-all
rank

Teachers with the assistance of
the audiovisual coordinator

73

1

Student assistants under the
supervision of' the audiovisual
coordinator and in consultation
with the teacher

63

2

Audiovisual coordinator in consultation with the teachers

59

3

Non-professional employee under the
supervision of the audiovisual
coordinator and in consultation
with the teacher

46

4

other

19

5

.

TABLE VIII
RESFONSES INDICATING PERSONNEL THAT ASSIST
THE AUDIOVISUAL COORDINATOR
Assisting help

Average hours per week

Students

43½

Clerk

21½

Other

15

Graphic artist

0

Photographer

0

Twenty-two audiovisual coordinators responded .to the question
pertaining to how many hours per week their production centers were
open.

The times ranged from eight hours to forty hours per week

averaging thirty-three hours per week.
The responses were almost evenly divided to the question, "Are
students able to use the production center to produce materials related
to their learning needs?"

Ten of the twenty-one coordinators replying

indicated that students were able to use the production centers while
eleven reported that students were not.

Number of responses

{See Figure 2)

Responses in per cent

10 yes
11 no

FIGURE 2
RESPONSES INDICATING WHETHER STUDENTS ARE
ABLE TO USE THE PRODUCTION CENTER
Figure 3 illustrates what financial arrangements were made to
cover the cost of the materials used in the center.

Fifty per cent

of the responses indicated that the materials were free to the teachers.
Some of the audiovisual coordinators stated that charges were made to
teachers and students when the items were for personal use.

A few

reported that the cost of the materials was taken care of through the
audiovisual budget.

Financial arrangement
e mater a.ls are free
to the teachers

5

e ma er als are charge
to various departments
2

e ma erials are charged
to the teachers and students

1

other

1

1 ·

The materials are charged
to. the audiovisual budget
FIGURE 3
RESroNSES SHOWING IN PER CENT vffi.AT FINANCIAL
ARRANGEMENTS ARE MADE TO COVER
THE COST OF MATERIALS

In conjunction with the question concerning the time when centers
were used most extensively by school personnel was a schedule of times
when the centers might be used.

(See Appendix)

The coordinators were

asked to choose and rank in order the times when the center was extensively used as follows:
1.

time when the center is used most extensively

2.

time when the center is second most extensively used

3.

time when the center is third most extensively used

4. time when the center is fourth most extensively used
5-

time when the center is used least
The rankings were given a numerical value based on the

following:
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1.

a rank of one receiving five points

2.

a rank of two receiving four points

3.

a rank of three receiving three points

4. a rank of four receiving two points
5.

a rank of five receiving one point
Table IX shows the results of the weighted responses.

The

production center was used most extensively by school personnel during
the regular school hours.

The center was used second most extensively

before school.
TABLE IX

RESPONSES INDICATING THE HOURS THE PRODUCTION
CENTER IS USED EXTENSIVELY
Weighted
responses

over-all
ranks

100

1

Before school hours

73

2

A:f'ter school hours

61

3

During the noon period

28

4

During in-service
training period

12

5

4

6

Time

During the regular school
hours

Other

When the audiovisual coordinators were asked if there was a
standard charge for the materials used in their centers, fifteen of the
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twenty-two respondents indicated that there was not a standard charge
made for materials.
Fif'teen of the twenty-one, or seventy-one per cent of the
coordinators reported that teachers were trained in production technieJ.Ues.

(See Figure 4)
The types of in-service training offered to teachers are seen

in Figure 5.

It is interesting that the responses were evenly divided.

Thirty-three and one third per cent of the total responses fell into
each catagory of in-service training.

Sane of the audiovisual coordin-

ators stated that teachers received in-service training through extension
classes offered by colleges.
In reply to the question of what factors would be most instrumental in the expansion of their local production program, the audiovisual coordinators were to choose from a suggested list and rank the
items in order as follows:
1.

the most important factor

2.

the second most important factor

3.

the third most important factor
The three rankings were given a numerical value based on the

following:
1.

a rank of one receiving three points

2.

a rank of two receiving two points

3.

a rank of three receiving one point
The weighted responses were totaled and the results are seen

in Table X.

The greatest number of responses in connection with the
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Responses in per cent

Number of responses
15 yes
6 no

FIGURE 4
RESPONSES INDICATING WHETHER TEACHERS WERE
TRAINED IN PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES

In-service
ottered

Responses in per cent

In-service training
with credit within

/

:

33

1/'3'fo

In-servi~e training
without credit

33

1/3<fo

Other

33 1/'31,

/

;1/

///

/~/

1/,

/

FIGURE 5
RESPONSES INDICATING THE TYPES OF IN-SERVICE
TRAINING OFFERED TO TEACHERS
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expansion of local production programs were for the need of more adequate
funds.

A need for more equipment was also indicated.

Two coordinators

volunteered the information that they needed more trained personnel.
Table XI shows the list of production equipment and supplies
the audiovisual coordinators reported having in their centers.

The

ten most available items were paper cutters, felt-tip pens and markers,
thermal copiers, film splicers, audio tape recorders, transparency films,
spirit duplicators, mimeograph machines, laminating materials, and
primary typewriters.
A tabulation of the total responses concerning the types of
materials produced and the producers is seen in Table XI!.
were found to produce the most materials in the centers.

Teachers
They developed

more slides, overhead transparencies, recorded tapes, flannel boards,
exhibits and dioramas, and models than any other producers.

students

were the second most extensive producers and produced more mounted
pictures and photographs than the other personnel working in the centers.
The five most produced materials during the school year were
overhead transparencies, slides, recorded tapes, mounted pictures, and
photographs.

Overhead transparencies were the most extensive items

produced in the production centers.

(See Table XIII)
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TABLE X
RESPONSES INDICATING FACTORS THAT lK>ULD BE
IDST INSTRUMENTAL IN THE EXPANSION OF
THE LOCAL PRODUCTION PROGRAM
Factors

Weighted responses

Over-all rank

More adequate funds

34

1

More equipment

30

2

More space for prepa.ration

18

3

More time for preparation

18

3

More in-service training

12

4

More materials for
preparation

8

5

More administrative support

7

6

Other

6

7

More interest on part of
teachers

4

8

More supervisory time

4

8
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TABLE XI
RESPONSES INDICATING THE TYPES OF EQUIPMENT
AND

SUPPLIES AVAILABLE IN THE
PRODUCTION CENTER

Equipnent and supplies
Mountirur
Drv mountina nress
Tackiruz iron
Laminatirur materials
Mountirur cloths
Wet mountiruz materials
Mountirur boards
Pa'Der cutter
other
Letterina
Mechanical lettering deviced
cut-out letters
Stencils
Felt-ti'P 'Pens and markers
PrimarY' tYDewriter
other
Production and r8'Droduction
Memeo£Zranh
SOirit dunlicator
Diazo
Silk screen
TransnarenC!V film
Thermal conier
other
Photoaranhv
35:imn sirurle lens reflex camera
Ranid nrocessi~ cemera
4X5 camera
tmn motion -picture cemera
l6D111 motion 'Dicture camera
Ccmv eauinment
Darkroom eoui'Dlllent
Slide r8'Droducer
Film snlicer
Film rewind
Other
Recordirur
Audio ta'De recorder
Audio tane d1mlicator
other

Responses

9
10

13
7
5
0
~l.

1
0

11.

9
.:.'V

12
2

13

15
2
2

17
20

3
0
].

2

7
4
CJ
2
.:.'V

10
1

23
9
4

34

TABLE XII
RESJ?ONSES INDICATING THE TYPES OF MATERIALS PRODUCED
AND THE PRODUCERS OF THE MATERIALS
PRODUCERS

PRODUCTION
ACTIVITIES
Teacher

Student

AV coordinator

Graphic materials

5

5

4

4

Mounted pictures

7

8

6

6

Photographs

4

5

3 ·

1

Slides

8

3

6

2

Filmstrips

0

0

1

1

Overhead
tranS"Oarencies

15

11

11

10

Motion pictures

5

5

4

1

Recorded tapes

14

13

11

1

Flannel boards

4

2

1

1

Exhibits,
dioramas

5

4

3

2

Models

5

3

l

0

Other

2

3

4

l

Nonnrof'essionA.1
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TABLE XIII
RESPONSES INDICATING THE NUMBER OF MATERIAL
ITEMS PRODUCED DURING THE SCHOOL YEAR

NUMBER OF
ITEMS PRODUCED

PRODUCTION

ACTIVITIES
none

1-10

11-20

21-50

51-100

over 100

Graphic materials

l

l

1

2

2

2

Mounted pictures

2

0

1

5

1

3

Photographs

0

0

1

1

1

3

Slides

1

0

0

1

1

6

Filmstrips

2

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

2

3

12

Motion pictures

1

6

1

1

1

0

Recorded tapes

0

1

2

2

5

4

Flannel boards

3

0

2

1

0

0

Exhibits,
dioramas

2

2

0

l

2

0

Models

3

0

2

0

0

0

Other

0

1

l

l

0

2

Overhead
trans,:,arencies

-

CHAPrER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND GUIDELINES
SUMMARY
This study was undertaken to investigate the local production
programs of high schools in first class school districts in Western
Washington.

To acccmplish this task, a survey was made to determine:

(1) the number of high school production centers now in existence, (2)
how these centers are operated in terms of equipment and supplies,
staffing, and budget, and (3) the activities in the programs.
The instrument used in the survey involved a questionnaire in
which the items were patterned a:rter the questionnaires from two similar
types of surveys.

(See Appendix)

The questionnaire was mailed to each

building audiovisual coordinator.

Sixty-one of the eighty-five schools

participated and of these sixty-one schools, twenty-three were found to
have production centers.
The state standards and the national standards for production
centers were the most significant items reviewed in the literature.
The Washington State standards were found to be minimal standards for
high schools and contained a list of equipment for very basic production.
The national standards were more descriptive as to what goes into a
production center and recOD111ended additional equipment for a higher
level of production.
The information from the existing production centers and a
review of literature pertaining to the development of production centers
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were used in establishing guidelines for developing a high school production center.

The development of a production program must take into

consideration the following:
1.

The philosophy of the program be in agreement with the
philosophy of the school.

2.

The program provide services for the total instructional
program.

3.

Criteria be developed for determining the instructional materials to be produced locally.

This would include the decisions

concerning what materials warrant local production in light
of the availability of commercially produced materials.

4. The types of production activities, the equipment and supplies
to be housed in the center, and the organization of staff
members responsible in producing the desired materials be
determined.

5.

An

adequate budget be allocated to conduct the local production

program.
The information received from the survey tends to indicate that
most of the existing production centers are still in the developmental
stage and need much improvement.

There was not one high school pro-

duction center that offered an outstanding program to use as a pattern
for the development of new centers.

The services that were offered

varied greatly among the different centers revealing inconsistency in
the development of local production programs.
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CONCLUSIONS

The results of the survey indicate that many high schools in
first class school districts in Western Washington have not developed
a local production program in that only 3~ of the schools had production centers.
There did not appear to be any significant correlation between
the size of the high schools and existing local production centers
except a greater number of high schools with enrollment between 1500
and 1999 students and with forty to seventy-nine teaching stations did
not have production centers.
The amount and quality of production services offered seemed to
be related to:

(1) the time allocated to the audiovisual coordinators

to supervise the centers, (2) the degree of production skills the
coordinators possessed, (3) the leadership qualities of the coordinators
in administering local production programs, and (4) the budget allotted
for conducting local production programs.
Many audiovisual coordinators are aware of the limitations of

their centers as indicated by:

(1) the inadequacies they reported in

their production facilities, equipment and space allotments, and (2)
the need they felt for a more adequate budget to purchase equipment and
supplies.

Most coordinators seemed to be more concerned with the physical

limitations of their local production centers than the limitations
brought about by the lack of professionally trained personnel.
Teachers and students working with the audiovisual coordinators
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were the greatest producers of instructional materials.

This may indi-

cate that the philosophy of many coordinators is to have teachers
directly involved in the producing of their own materials and to have
students receive vocational-type experiences in local production.

The

programs m9¥ not warrant the technical help at this time due to the
level of production activities.
Teachers, students, audiovisual coordinators, and non-professional
aides were :f'ound to be producing similar types of materials in the
production centers.

The explanation may be that the skills of the audio-

visual coordinators are directed towards the production of materials
most conmonly in demand and student assistants e.nd non-professional aides
are used in fulfilling the requests when teachers are not able to produce
the materials themselves.
When can.paring existing local production facilities with the
state and national standards for local production centers the following
were discovered:

(1) all the high school production centers came close

to having the recommended equipment listed in the Washington State
standards while only one center met the standards, and (2) all the high
school production centers did not ful.f'ill the recommended national
standards.
Very few indications were provided by the audiovisual coordinators
as to how funds were secured for local production since only a few reported
that expenditures for materials came out of an audiovisual budget.
haps much of the funding for the local production programs is still
obtained from a general school budget.

There is a possibility that

Per-
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many of the high schools have not developed departmental budgets other
than academic budgets.
The high school production centers in the survey are still at
the level where materials are produced to supplement the instructional
activities instead of being incorporated into a curriculum design as an
integral part of the total instructional program of the school.
indication seems to be supported by:

This

(1) the types of materials pro-

duced in the centers, (2) the lack of employment of professionally
trained personnel such as graphic artists and photographers, (3) the
equipment and supplies available in the centers, and

(4) the indication

that teachers and students produce most of the materials.

GUIDELINES FOR ESTABLISHING A HIGH SCHOOL
PRODUCTION CENi'ER
The following guidelines for establishing a high school local
production center have been developed :f'ram the information obtained in
the review of literature and from the survey of existing high school
production centers.

The rec01J111endations presented are designed for a

basic local production program.
General Ccmmitments for a Basic
Local Production Program
Before conducting a basic local production program, the following
general commitments need to be considered:
1.

Know the underlying philosophy of the school in which a local
production center is to be established, including the phil-
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osophy of the school personnel-administrators and teachers.
2.

Plan for the establishment of policy statements concerning the
operation of the center, the services the center will offer,
and the duties of the personnel who will assist in the center.

3.

Determine the types of instructional materials that warrant
local production while keeping in mind the availability of
commercially produced materials.

4. Decide on how the budget for the supplies and materials for the
production center will be handled.

5.

Devise a means of evaluating the local production program.

Recommended Local Production
Activities
The types of local production activities will vary among production centers depending on the needs of the teachers and students and
on the availability of equipment and supplies.

The following a.re the

recommended local production activities to be conducted in the production
center:
l.

Mounting.

This activity involves attaching illustrative or pic-

torial materials onto cardboard or cloth.

Laminating pictures

with a clear acetate film or sheet is included here.
2.

Duplicating.

This activity involves duplicating copies on the

spirit duplicator and mimeograph and also developing spirit
masters and mimeograph stencils (thermal processed, typed, and
hand drawn).

3.

Graphics.

This activity includes lettering which utilizes the use
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of different types of mechanical lettering devices, commercially produced transfer letters, and stencils.

Grahpics also

includes illustrating (visuals prepared by original free-hand
drawing), coloring, and tracing.

4.

Photography.

This activity involves photocopy work for making

slides or prints.

If a darkroom is available, the production

of enlarged prints will be included.

5. Transparency. This activity includes the production of transparencies by the diazo and the thermal processes.

6. Recording. This activity includes making original tape recordings
and the dubbing of tape copies fran phonod.iscs and magnetic
tapes.
Recommended Local Production
Equipment and Supplies
After determining the activities for a local production center,
the next consideration is the production equipment and supplies.

The

Washington State standards and the national standards for local production centers.

The recommended list of supplies was established

around the list of equipment.
Equipment
mount press

Supplies
Dry

mount tissue

Tacking iron

Dry

mount cloth

Spirit duplicator

Laminating film

Primary typewriter

Cardboards (assorted weights)

Mechanical. lettering devices

Construction paper

Dry
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Light box and cannister
(for dia.zo)

Butcher paper
Rubber cement

Thermal copier

India ink

Copy camera and stand

Felt-tip pen and markers

35mm single lens reflex

Transfer letters

camera and accessories

Ready made letters

Rapid processing camera

Stencils

Film rewind

Duplicating fluids,

Film splicer (8-16mm)
Tape splicer

masters, paper
Clear acetate sheets
Transparency mounts
Masking tape

Grease pencils
Ditto master sheets for the
thermal copier
Acetate sheets for the
thermal copier

Diazo film
Ammonia
Films for the copy camera,

35mm camera, and rapid
processing camera
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Space Requirement for a Local
Production Center
The amount of space needed in the production center is the next
important consideration to make in establishing a local production center.

Important factors need to be caref'ully considered before selecting

a room.

The room should provide sufficient area for the equipment and

the movement of staff handling the materials.

Space allotted for storing

supplies and materials must also be adequate for bulk purchases.
The list below is an example of the amount of space required
when production equipment and workspace are combined.

This list was

obtained in part from the work of William D. Schmidt in his remodeling
plan for the production center in the Victor Bauillon Library at Central
Washington State College

(9).

Production equipnent

Area in sg,uare feet

Medium size dry mount press

24

Medium size paper cutter

12

A.B. Dick duplicator

16

Diazo

15

Thermal copier

25

Audio (Transfer phono to
tape and tape to tape)

24

Photocopy camera and stand

24

Besides determining the amount of space needed for the equipment
and the work area around it, there are other components in the center
that will require adequate space.

These include storage

cabinets and
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shelves, work tables, work counters, drawing tables, and sinks.
Location of the Production Stations
Within the Production Center
After the determination of the amount of space needed for the
production center, there is also a need to determine the location of
various stations for conducting production activities.

The equipment

assigned to the stations should be conveniently located in the ~roduction center to enable the users to work on related activitiec without
having to move unreasonable distances.

Figure 6 illustrates the

relationships of the basic production components to each other.
Graphics is seen to include activities in which materials are
produced for duplication, transparency preparation, photocopy work, and
mounting.

The station which produces graphics should be centrally

located in relation to the above activities.
The paper cutter is used by different production activities
which include graphics, mounting, and photography.

The equipment should

therefore be placed in an area of close proximity to the stations which
use it most frequently.
The diagram shows other relationships among the basic areas in
the production center.

Graphics and photography involve activities

concerning transparency preparation and mounting; the thermal copier,
which is used in making transparencies, is also used to duplicate copies;
and the typewriter is used in graphics and in duplicating materials.
only canponent that does not show relationship to other production
activities is audio tape recording.

The

-

Dry mount press
Mounting
Laminating

I Typewriter I

Paper cutter

Audio tape
Recording

i

Photography
Enlarging
Photocopy

1

Graphics
Lettering
Coloring
Illustrating
Tracing

'

Transparency
Diazo
Thermal copie1

FIGURE 6

THE RELATIONSHIP OF BASIC COMPONENTS IN
THE LOCAL PRODUCTION CENTER

.__

Duplicating
Spirit duplicator
Mimeograph machine
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Recommended Supportive Staff Members
for the Local Production Center
When considering the staffing of the local production center,
there is first a need to determine who will be responsible in administering the program.

This should be the audiovisual coordinator whose

basic responsibilities are to organize and supervise the local production
program.

The supportive staff members will be under his leadership.
The following are the suggested types of staff members who will

assist the audiovisual coordinator in the production center:
1.

Clerk.

The clerk will do clerical and secretarial work such as

typing and keeping records.

This person will also be respon-

sible for assisting in the routine production activities.
2.

Aides.

Aides will include teacher's aides whose duties are

elsewhere in the building and students who have been trained
in production techniques.

Both will be responsible for

assisting in the production activities.

3. Te~hnician. A technician will be a graphic artist or a photographer.

His duty will be to provide professional technical

services to teachers and students.

4.' Teachers. Teachers will assist in the planning and designing of
the instructional materials to be produced.
participate in the production activities.

They will also
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Walnut North Apt. #191
Ellensburg, Washington 98926

Dear Sir:
You will find enclosed a questionaire that is concerned with local
production programs in high schools of first class school districts in
Western Washington. This study is being conducted as a partial fulfillment of the requirements for a Master's degree in Audiovisual Instruction at Central Washington state College.
The purpose of this survey is to find which first class high schools
have local production facilities and how these facilities are operated in
terms of equipment and supplies, staffing, activities, and financial
arrangements. Existing programs will be compared with national and
state standards for local production. A guide line for a local production program for a high school will be established.
The results of the survey will be made available.
copy, please note the last page of the questionaire.

If you wish a

It will be greatly appreciated if the questionaire be filled as
completely as possible and returned. Please feel free to comment on
a:ny of the questions.
Sincerely,

Henry Ma.ruoka
Graduate Committee:
Dr. Charles Wright
Dr. Charles Vlcek
Dr. Donald Goetschius
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QUESTIONAIRE CONCERNING EXISTING LOCAL PRODUCTION FACILITIES IN HIGH
SCHOOLS OF FIRST CLASS SCHOOL DISTRICTS IN WESTERN WASHINGTON
A.

What is the enrollment of your high school?

B.

How many faculty members do you have in your building?

c.

How many teaching stations are there in the building?

D.

Are there provisions made for the production of instructional
materials in your building? Yes_No_

If your building has!: local production center, please answer the
following:
1.

Do you consider the facility, equipment, and space adequate for a
complete program? Yes
No
Space for comment:

2.

3.

How much space do you have in your production center? _ _ sq. ft.
Who produces the materials in the production center?

Place a (1)

beside the statement which indicates the group that uses the pro-

duction facilities most extensively, a (2) for the second most
extensive user, a (3) for the third, and so forth. (Do not rank
non-users)
A.

Teachers with the assistance of the audiovisual coordinator.

B.

Audiovisual coordinator in consultation with the tea~her.

c.

Student assistants under the supervision of the audiovisual
coordinator and in consultation with the teacher.

D.

Non-professional employees under the supervision of the
audiovisual coordinator and in consultation with the teacher.

E.

Other (List)

4. How many hours per week does the audiovisual coordinator work in
the production center?

hrs.

5. How many hours per week do each of the following assist the
audiovisual coordinator in the center?

A.

Clerk (non-student)

hrs.

B.

Graphic artist (non-student)

hrs.

c.

Photographer (non-student)

hrs.

D.

Students

hrs.

E.

Other (List)

hrs.

6. How many hours per week is the production center open?

hrs.

7.

Are the students able to use the production center to produce
materials related to their own learning needs? Yes
No

8.

When is the production center used most extensively by school
personnel? Rank the items from (1), time most extensively used,
to (5), least time used. (Rank only those items that apply)

9.

A.

Before school

B.

During the regular school hours

C.

After school hours

D.

During the noon period

E.

During in-service training period

F.

Other (List)

What financial arrangements are made to cover the cost of the
materials used?
A.

The materials are charged to the teachers.

B.

The materials are charged to the teachers and students.

C.

The materials are charged to the various departments
(Science, Math, etc.)

D.

The materials are free to the teachers.

E.

Other (List)
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10.

Is there a standard charge for the materials used?

11.

Are teachers trained in production techniques?

12.

What type of in-service class is offered to the teachers?

13.

Yes

Yes

No
No

A.

In-service training with credit within the school district

B.

In-service training without credit

C.

Other (List)

What factors would be most instrumental in the expansion of your
local production program? Rank the three items that appear to be
the greatest with (1) being the greatest, (2) second greatest, and
(3) as the third.

A.

None

B.

More administrative support

c.

More time for preparation of materials

D.

More materials for preparation

E.

More in-service training

F.

More equipment

G.

More space for preparation

H.

More interest on part of teachers

I.

More supervisory time

J.

More adequate funds

K.

Other (List)
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14.

What production equipment and supplies do you have available in the
center? Place an (X) in the proper space.
EQUIPMENT

MOUNTING
Dry

mounting press

Tacki?U!: iron
Laminating materials
Mountirui: cloths
Wet mountin~ materials
Mountirui: boards
Paper Cutter
Other (List)

LETTERING
Mechanical lettering devices
Cut-out letters
Stencils
Felt-tip pens and markers
Primary typewriter
other (List}

(X)
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PRODUCTION AND REPRODUCTION
Mimeograph
SPirit duplicator
Diazo
Silk screen
Transparency films
Thermal capier (Thermo-fax, Xerox. etc.)
Other (List)

PHOTOGRAPHY

35,

DIil

sim:le lens reflex camera

Rapidprocessim: camera (Polaroid)

4 X 5 camera
8 mm motion pictur~ camera

16 mm motion picture camera
Co1>Y equipment
Darkroom equipment
Slide ret>roducer
Film splicer
Film rewind
Other (Lfst)

• ··
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RECORDING
Audio tape recorder
Audio tape duplicator
other (List)

15. What production activities are conducted in your building?

(Please
indicate the producer-teacher, student, etc., and the approximate
number of each kind of materials produced so far this school year.)

PRODUCTION
ACTIVITIES

r-t
«I 0

r-1

r-t

t>

-5a,
f!.·

Graphic materials
{charts, posters, etc.)
Mounted pictures
Photographs
Slides
Filmstrips
Overhead
Transparencies
Motion pictures
Recorded tapes
Flannel boards
Exhibits, dioramas
Models
Other (List)

.,

WHO PRODUCES
I

NUMBER OF MA'l'ER!AI IS PRODtJC"!F.n

~
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r-1
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~
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16.

If you desire a copy of the results of this survey, place an {X) on
the blank space.
Name

Address

RETURN THIS QUESTIONAIRE TO:

Henry Maruoka
Walnut North Apt. 191
Ellensburg, Washington

98926
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Walnut North Apt. #191
Ellensburg, Washington 98926

Dear Sir:
A questionaire concerning local production facilities in high
schools was sent to you earlier. If you have already filled out the
questionaire and have returned it, I greatly appreciated your
cooperation. If you still have not filled out the questionaire, I
would appreciate if you would do so as soon as possible.
Sincerely,

Henry Maruoka
Graduate Committee:
Dr. Charles Wright
Dr. Charles Vlcek
Dr. Donald Goetschius

